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I. INTRODUCTION 
THE THEORY of toric varieties relates algebraic geometry and algebraic group actions to the 
combinatorial theory of convex polytopes. During the past I5 years this connection has 
lcad to many interesting applications in both directions. The hard Lcfschetz thcorcm and 
cohomology of toric varieties wcrc the key to Stanley’s [I I] cclcbratcd proof of McMullen’s 
conjecture on face numbers of polytopcs. Tcissier [I21 used toric varictics to give a new 
proof for the Alcxandrov Fcnchcl inequalities for convex bodies. Convcrscly. combinat- 
orial tcchniqucs were cmploycd by algebraic gcomctcrs for the classification of torus 
embcddings, for resolution of singularities and for constructing complctc non-projcctivc 
varictics. 
We briefly recall some definitions. For details the reader is refcrrcd to the expositions of 
Oda [9J and Danilov [I J. A roric d-ucrriery T is a G-invariant algebraic subvariety of 
a G-invariant completion of the d-dimensional complex torus G = (C’)‘. If T is an uffine 
toric variety, then its coordinate ring is a finitely generated algebra of Laurent monomials. 
Such a monomial subalgebra of C[x,, . . , xd, x; ‘, . . . , x; ’ ] corresponds to a finitely 
generated submonoid u of Z“. and we can interpret ~7 geometrically as a polyhedral cone in 
Zd. General toric varieties are obtained by glueing the spectra of the monomial algebras 
corresponding to a finite collection of polyhedral cones in Zd. 
Here we will concentrate on the case of complete smooth toric d-varieties. Let A be 
a simplicial (d - I)-complex which is embedded in Rd subject to the following conditions 
(I) The underlying space IA) of A is homeomorphic to the unit sphere Sd-‘, 
(2) the bounded component of Rd\lA) contains the origin in its interior and is 
star-shaped with respect to the origin, 
(3) the vertices of A are primitive lattice points in Hd, 
(4) if x1,. . . , xd are the vertices of a (d - I)-cell of A, then Id&(x,, . . . , xd)l = I. 
Let Z& be the system of those cones whose apex is the origin and whose bases are the 
cells of A. Then X:a is called a complrte reyular fun. The isomorphism classes of complete 
smooth toric d-varieties are in one-to-one correspondence with the complete regular fans in 
Hd modulo unimodular transformations. Here the toric variety T(ZA) associated with a fan 
1, is smooth because of the condition (4). The Picard group Pic(T(X,)) of isomorphism 
classes of line bundles on T( IA) equals the group of locally linear functions on X, modulo 
the global linear functions Hom(Zd, Z) = Zd. If II denotes the number of vertices of A or 
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minim31 cones of IA, then Pic( T(I,)) r Zned. The rank n - d of the Picard group is called 
the Picard number of T(Z.,) and it is an important invariant of the toric variety. 
The fan X3 is called strony1.v polytopof if there exists a convex d-polytope /‘(I.,) such that 
XA equals the system of outer normal cones of P(E,,). It is well known [93 that the toric 
variety T(E,) is projective if and only if its fan 1, is strongly polytopal. In that case an 
embedding of T(X:,) into some projective space P’(C) can be obtained as follows. We 
identify the finite set (P(Z,) n Ed) x {I ] with monomials m,. m,, . . . , m, in C [.x,. . . . , .‘I~. 
-1 -x,,+ 1. .‘I1 t . . . . .yd -‘I, and we compute the homogeneous ideal I c C[_rt, yz,. . . , .vt] of 
algebraic dependencies on the m,. Then the projective variety of f in PL(C) is iso- 
morphic to T(I;,). Conversely, given a projective embedding of a toric d-variety T(X:,) 
in P’(C), we find its polytope P(Z:,) as the image of T(E,) under the moment map 
p(T: C kc ’ + Rd of the associated G-action on CL + ’ ([9]. page 94). 
The smallest known example of a non-projective complete smooth toric variety is due to 
Oda ([9], page 84). It is 3-dimensional and its Picard number is 4. Its structure is described 
below by the coordinate matrix of its primitive vectors r,, . . . , r7 and the list of the 
triangles which generate the maximal cones of the fan: 
I 0 0 -I 0 -I -1 
0 I 0 -I -I 0 -I 
0 0 I -I -I -I 0 
1’,1‘21‘). I’, V21’,. 1’, I’),‘,, ,‘,,‘>P,. ,‘ll’,l’h, 1’21’y1’o. ,‘,L‘*I’,, ,‘*1’,,‘*. I’*I’,C.. I’*v6”, 
Using an extension tcchniquc due to Ewald (121, Theorem 2), one can construct from 
Oda’s example non-projcctivc complete smooth toric d-varieties for each d > 3 which have 
Picard number 4. 
The question arises whcthcr Oda’s example is minimal in terms of the Picard number. 
For f’icard number zz 2 all complcte smooth toric varieties are projective by a result of [5]. 
The case of Picard number 3 remained open so far. It is the objective of this paper to close 
this gap and to show that Oda’s example is in fact minimal. 
TtIEoREM 1. Errry complete smooth toric d-turirty wirh Picurd number 5 3 is projecfioe. 
The contrapositive statement of our main result can be phrased as follows: 
REMARK. Ecery non-projectivr complrrr toric curiety wirh Picurd number 5 3 hus 
sinyufuritirs. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Sections 2,3 and 4. In Section 2 we show, using the 
theory of linear transforms and Helly’s Theorem, that the proof of our Theorem reduces to 
dimension 6. In Section 3 we show how all 6-dimensional complete smooth toric varieties 
with Picard number 3 can be classified and how their projectivity can be decided. In 
Section4 a detailed description of the classification and the solution of the projectivity 
problem is provided. In Section 5 we conclude with a generalization of the reduction results 
in the following section. 
2. REDUCTlON TO A FINITE CO~II’L’TATIONAL PROBLEM 
From the above equivalences of properties of toric varieties and properties of fans it 
follows that we can state our result in the following form: 
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(2.1) Let X3 be a complete, regular d-fan with r extreme rays generated by the primitive 
vectors t’t.. . . , L’, and let d + 1 5 r < d + 3. Then ZA is strongly polytopal. 
Our Theorem 1 is now expressed as a statement of real atline geometry. In this section 
we will derive a further reduction to a problem about configurations of 9 vectors in W’. 
In [S] statement (2.1) was already proved for the case r = d + 2. The case r = d + 1 is 
trivial because the only complete regular fan corresponds to complex projective d-space. So, 
in order to prove (2.1) we are left with the case r = d + 3. We will now show that it suffices to 
prove the theorem for the case d = 6. 
Using a result of Shephard [lo]. Ewald [2] has shown that projectivity of a toric variety 
can be decided with the technique of linear transforms. As we will also use this technique, we 
give a short introduction. Given the extreme oecfors ot, . . . , lid+, of the fan I& in (2.1), we 
choose a (d + 3) x 3-matrix A whose columns span the space of linear dependencies 
of f’= {rt,. . . , udc3}. Let Ci denote the i-th row of A. Then the set 
P:={fi ,,..., &+,}C[W3’ IS called a linear transjiirm of V. 
Let u = pus(ui,, . . . , uid) be a maximal cone in Ed, and let 5:= pos( v\{Ci,, . . . , Cid}) 
be the corresponding cofucrt cone. Then the result of Ewald [Z] and Shephard [IO] states: 
(2.2) The fan Xb is strongly polytopal if and only if 
relint 15 # 0. 
. 
Observe that (2.2) reduces trong polytopality (hence projectivity) to the statement that 
certain triangular cones in R’ have nonempty intersection in their rclativc interior. From 
Hclly’s Theorem (see [63, page 70) it follows that it suffices to show that cvcry four of such 
cones have this intersection property. We will show that in our specific cast the Hclly 
number four can be replaced by three. 
Since 1, is complete, every open halfspace in Rd contains an extreme vector of Z,. i.e. an 
clement of V. By known properties of linear transforms (see 2Al I in [S]) this implies that 
0 $ relint pos V in R’. 
This is equivalent o the fact that in R’ there is an alline plane H which strictly separates 
v from the origin. We project all cofacet cones 5 of (2.2) onto the affine plane H, thereby 
obtaining the co/ucer friunyles 6’ in H. Now (2.2) is equivalent o: 
0z relint ii’ # 0. 
. 
As H is 2-dimensional it follows from Helly’s Theorem that the cofdcet cones 2i have 
a common point in their relative interior if every three of the cofacet triangles 5’ have 
a common point in their relative interior. This implies the following: 
(2.3) A complete regular d-fan Zb with d + 3 extreme rays is not strongly polytopal if 
and only if there are three maximal cones Q,, a2, Q~ of Z, such that 
,A, relint ii, = 0. 
I 
Observe that, as 5, is spanned by three vectors, there are at most nine extreme rays 
which are involved in this condition. Let X,, be a fan which satisfies (2.3) and d 2 7. From 
IL\ we can then construct a d’-fan Zs. with d’ s 6 which also satisfies (2.3) as follows. Let 
0 be the cone of X:a which is the intersection of ut, u2 and u,, let k : = dim u, and let F denote 
the (d - &)-flat (/in a)l. 
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Then Corollary 1.7 in [9] states that the projection onto F of those cones of Y& which 
contain u form a new complete regular (d - k)_fan Z,.. From the definition of d it follows 
that cr has at least d - 6 extreme rays and hence k L d - 6. Hence at least d + 3 - k I; 9 
extreme rays of ZA are not contained in CJ, and the corresponding vectors of the linear 
transform are exactly those occuring in (2.3). The projected images in F of these extreme 
rays are exactly the extreme rays of the fan Z,,. So the Picard number of E:a, is 
(d + 3 - k) - (d - k) = 3. 
We now relate the linear transform r of the extreme vectors of Z:j to that of EA.. Let 
c’-= ((.‘I.. . . , r;+,_.) be the set of extreme vectors of E,.. As the vi are the projections of 
the corresponding extreme vectors in IA it follows that C” has the linear transform 
f = (L;l,. . . , Cd +, -k 1 c r (cf. 2A9 in [S]). So the linear transform of the extreme vectors 
of ZA, is obtained from the linear transform of V by deleting those fij with uj~a. 
We now verify condition (2.3) for the derived fan E&,. Let a’,. 0;. a; be the cones of Xa. 
which are the projections of Ok, cz. B, onto F. Then by the above remarks on the linear 
transform we have 
ifi, relint 5; = ifi, relint ci = 0. 
The validity of (2.3) for X6 thus implies that X:a. is a complete regular (d - k)-fan (d - k 5 6) 
with rl + 3 - k cxtrcmc rays which is not strongly polytopal. This completes our reduction 
to dimension at most 6. 
All 3-dimensional complctc regular toric varictics with 6 cxtrcmc rays arc projective by 
the classification of Oda [9]. Thcrcforc a potential countcrcxample to Theorem I would 
have to exist in dimensions 4. 5 or 6. Suppose that T(E,) is a 4- or 5-dimensional complctc 
smooth non-projcctivc toric variety with Picard number 3. It follows from Theorem 2 in 
t:w$d [2J that thcrc exists a 6-dimensional_complctc smooth non-projcctivc toric variety 
7’( I,) with f’icard number 3. fhzre the fan ZEA is obtained by a canonical extension, called 
sintplicicll ~~c~d~~i~~y, which corresponds to doubling one or two points in the linear transform 
C; of the cxtrcmc vectors of T(Z,). 
So the proof of Theorem I is reduced to the finite computational problem of deciding 
whether cvcry complctc regular 6-fan with 9 extreme rays is strongly polytopal. 
3. SMOOTtI TORIC &VARIETIES WITII PICARD NUMBER 3 
We will complete the proof of Theorem I by 
(i) finding up t o unimodular equivalence all complete regular 6-fans with 9 extreme 
rays, and 
(ii) applying (2.3) to prove that each individual type of fan obtained in (i) is strongly 
polytopal. 
In step (i) we first give a coarser classification of the possible combinatorial types of 
simplicial 6-fans with 9 extreme rays. The complex A is a triangulated S-sphere with 
9 vcrticcs (O-cells). It follows from 3 result of Mani [7] that A is combinatorially equivalent 
to the boundary complex of a simplicial 6-polytope with 9 vertices. 
It has been shown by Griinbaum and Perles [3] that there are exactly 18 combinatorial 
types of simplicial 6-polytopcs with 9 vertices. Gale transforms of these 18 polytope types 
are listed in Fig. I below (numbers indicate multiplicities). 
WC recall that a Gule rru~~sjimr~ of a polytope is defined as a linear transform of the 
homogcncous coordinate vectors of its vertices. In Fig. 2 we consider as an example the 
Gale diagram # 8 in Griinbaum’s list with labelled vertices. 
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#6 #7 #8 #9 #lo 
#I16 2#17 #18 
Fig. I. Gdc tr;msforms of all aimplicial 6-poly~opcr with 9 vcrticcs. 
Fig. 2. Gale fransform of a simplicial 6-polyfopc: with 9 vertices. 
The boundary complex of this simplicial polytope is read off from Fig. 2 as follows. A set 
of six points on the circle corresponds to the vertex set of a facet if and only if the triangle 
formed by the remaining three points contains the center of the circle in its interior. All 
facets of this polytope are listed in (I) of Section 4. 
The last five combinatorial types in Griinbaum’s list all possess an edge with the 
property that its link is isomorphic to the boundary complex of the cyclic 4-polytope with 
7 vertices. If a regular fan had one of those combinatorial types then it would follow from 
Corollary 1.7 in [9] that the corresponding toric variety posscsscs a 4-dimensional com- 
plctc. regular toric subvariety with 7 extreme rays whose fan is isomorphic to the boundary 
complex of the cyclic 4-polytopc with 7 vertices. However, it was proved in [4] that such 
a variety does not exist. So we may ignore these five polytopc types as they cannot belong to 
regular fans. 
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We are left with the first 13 combinatorial types of simplicial6polytopes with 9 vertices 
in Fig. I. For each individual type we proceed as follows. The property that the determin- 
ants of all maximal cones have to be f 1 is expressed by a system of diophantine algebraic 
equations in the coordinates of the extreme vectors. We decompose the solution set of these 
equations into parametrizable components. For each of these components the projectivity 
criterion (2.3) translates into a parametric system of linear inequalities, for which an explicit 
feasible solution is computed. 
In Section 4 we give a detailed description of this proof for the combinatorial polytope 
type in Fig. 2. To limit the length of this paper we decided not to include the other 12 cases 
which were solved in complete analogy. These computations complete the proof of 
Theorem I. 
4. PROOF FOR A SPECIFIC S-SPHERE WITH 9 VERTICES 
We now describe the complete proof of Theorem 1 for one of the 13 spheres discussed in 
the previous section. Let A denote the boundary complex of the polytope #8 in 
Grtinbaum’s classification. This is a triangulated 5-sphere with 9 vertices and 25 facets. The 
oriented facets of the triangulated sphere A are given in the following list which can bc read 
ofT from the Gale diagram in Fig. 2. 
123467 123486 123478 123576 123568 1235g7 124567 124586 124578 
1346Y7 13468’) I34798 135679 I35698 135789 145607 14568’) 145798 (I) 
234567 2345x6 234578 345678 346789 35679X 456789 
Let E,, bc any complctc regular fan with face complex A, and Ict x,. x1,. . . . X.,E I” hc 
thr cxtrcmc rays of EA. The smoothness condition for the toric variety 7‘( E,) implies that 
for all 25 ordcrcd 6-tuplcs i, i, i, i, i, it, in the list (I). Hcrc we are using the oricntability of 
triangulated sphcrcs. In particular, the 6 x 6-integer matrix (x,, x2. x,, x4, x,. x,) is invert- 
iblc over P. Therefore WC can assume without loss of generality that the 6 x 9-coordinate 
matrix for the extrcmc rays of E:i\ has the form 
(3) 
whcrc a. h. c, . . . , r are integers. Note that a linear transform for (x,, x1.. . . , x,) is defined 
by the columns yi of the 3 x 9-matrix 
-d -g -j 1 -m -p 0 0 
y = (y,. yz.. = . . , Yu) 1;: -r -h -k 0 -II -4 I 0 (4) 
-c -/ -i -I 0 -0 -r 0 I 
Throughout this section the maximal minors of X and Y will be abbreviated with the 
hruthts [i,ili,i4i5it,] and [j, jz jJJ respectively. The condition (2) defines the following 
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system. denoted 6, of 24 equations in 18 variables. 
[I34Y6] = [S’9] = 
[l’W8] = [569] = 
[12X6] = [JY9J = 
[123!69] = [.I793 = 
[ l23587] = [469] = 
[I24567] = [NY] = 
[ IZJiS6] = [?79] = 
[t:J57Y] = [?69] = 
[l?&Y7] = [x4] = 
[ I?J6Y9] = [37] = 
[l?J’Y8] = [36] = 
[1?1679] = [2-U] = 
[l7%YS] = [X7] = 
[IZ5:89] = [X6] = 
[IJ697] = [x4] = 
[IJ6XYJ = [37] = 
[IW9X] = [36] = 
[2?J567] = [1X9] = 
[33MJ = [ 17Y] = 
[X57X] = [IW)] = 
[34%7n] = [I291 = 
~ZJb’XY] -2 [I?51 = 
[VO’YX] -5 [Is!] = 
[4567X’)] = [I’31 z 
-y= I 
- n=l 
-j= l 
qj- kp = 1 
nj - km = I 
-y=l 
yy - hp = 1 
ny - hm = I 
-/= I 
-w+fq= I 
- to + q= I 
-Id+J-j= I 
wj - fl - lcp + jkp - rdk + ldq = I 
r[,j-nfj-Irm+Fm-odk+ldn= I 
fg - id = I 
ydi-upi-rhd+/hp+rgr-j~q= I 
nd~ - cmi - ohd + jhm + oyr -fun = I 
-u=l 
qu - hp = I 
ncl - hm = I 
YU - hd = 1 
jh - CY = 1 
- Ivu + jLu - jjh + ldh + cq - dk = I 
- eui t hh + Jhu -]j/h + c‘rg - cdh = I 
Let (ci, 6, C. . . , - r )E 2” be any solution of the algebraic system 8. WC need to prove that if 
the resulting spccialircd 6 x 9-matrix g defines a fan X, (i.e. no selfintersections occur), 
then X3 is strongly polytopal. We rephrase this assertion using the Ewald-Shephard 
criterion (2.2). 
LI:MM~ 3. Lrr (a. 6. (‘, . . . ,r’)EZ’” he uny solution of the system B such thur X drjnrs 
u/;rn IL\ t~ithjk~ compk~~x A, und frt P be the speciulizrd linear trun$wm matrix. Then there 
evisrs u wclor w E R’ which is conluined in the open positire hull of {y,,, i12, yj,} for all 
cc$m~s j, j2 j, of A. 
Proof: Under the given hypotheses (y,,, j,I, yj,) is a positively oriented basis of Z’ for 
each cofacct j, jrj, with j, < jz <j,. This implies that a vector w is contained in the open 
positive hull of ( yj,, 9,:. ij,) if and only if the three brackets fi, j2 w J, [ j2 j, w] and [jj j, w] 
are positive. Here [j k w] abbreviates the determinant of the 3 x j-matrix (y,, y,. w), where 
w = (1. y. z). For instance. the cofacet 123 induces the inequalities 
[I 2w] = UC: - ufy - bd: + bfk + cdy - cex > 0 
[23w3 = dhz - diy - eg: + eix + fqy -fix > 0 
[3 I w] = yk - qyc - huz + hxc + iay - ixb > 0 
Let .P denote the system of all 75 inequalities arising from the 25 cofacets of A. We need to 
show that. for each integral solution (a, b, . . . , r) of R which corresponds to a fan ZA, the 
resulting system .f of linear incqualitics is feasible. 
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We first eliminate the trivial equations in dl by specializing the six variables a,$ g.j. n 
and 4 to - 1. This reduces the remaining equations to the following diophantine system in 
12 variables: 
d={kp,km.hp,hm.er,eo,dl,di,bp,bm.e+bd+ l,b+ce+ l,dkr+elp. 
d&o + elm, dhr + eip. dho + eim, el + k - cd&, ei + h - cdh = 0) 
We now proceed by distinction of ten cases, and in each we give an elementary algebra 
proof for the assertion of Lemma 3. 
Case 1:pfO 
This implies b = h = i = k = I= o = r = 0, c = 1, and e = - 1, and we get 
I -d 1 1 1 -m -p 0 0 
Y =(y,.y,... .,yp)= 0 1000 1 1 1 0 
-1 1000 0 001 
It suffices to prove that for all d, m, PE Z there exist x, y, z E R which satisfy the inequality 
system .f. 
We first show that these 75 parametrized lincar inequalities can be reduced to only IO 
inequalities. To this end we observe that the product S, x S, of the symmetric group on 
(3.4, 5) and the symmetric group on (6.7. S} acts by permuting indices on the triangulated 
sphcrc A. This inducts an action of S, x S, on the inequality system .f. The set 
.f ,,. 2._,.6.v, of incqualitics which do not involve the indicts 4. 5. 7, 8 is a transversal for the 
S, x S,-orbits in .f. Next WC obscrvc that y, = y1 = ys, and that y, and y,, can be obtained 
from yh by spccia!ir.ing mt-+p and m-0 respectively. These considerations how that we 
need only prove the feasibility of the lincar system 
9 (1.2.3.6.9) = 
{Cl 2~1. C23wl. f.3 1 w], [29w]. [9 I w], [I 6~1, [62w], [69w]. [36w], [93w] > 0) 
= (X + 2 - Y + dy. y - Z, y, x + dy, x + 2 + my, x - rnz + my + dz, my + x, z > O), 
for all d, rnE Z. But this is the case because we get a solution by choosing z := 1. y := 2 and 
x B 0 sufficiently large. 
Case 2: p = 0, m # 0 
This implies k = h = b = o = 0, e = - 1, r = 0, c = I, i = I= 0, and hence 
-d 1 1 1 -m 0 0 0 
Y=(Y~.Yzr.*.,Yg)= 1 0 0 0 
1000 
By the same argument as in Case I, if suffices to consider the set ./t1,2,,.6,9, of inequalities 
involving only columns with indices 1,2,3,6 and 9. The resulting system 
9 (1.2.3.6.9) = 
{y,:,dy+x, -:+y,z+my+x.z-y+dy+x,my+x, -mm=+my+d:+x>O} 
is solved for all d, me Z by choosing : := 1, y := 2 and x * 0 sufficiently large. 
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Case 3: p = 0. m = 0, e = 0, h # 0 
This implies h = - 1. d = 1, i = I= 0, o = r = 0. c = 1. and hence 
i 
1 -1 1 110000 
Y=(y,,y, ,..., yp)= 1 0 -h -k 0 1 1 I 0 . 
-1 1 0 000001 i 
Here y4 specializes to y, and y5 via k I+ h and k ~0 respectively. Hence we need only 
consider those inequalities which involve columns with indices 1,2,4,6 and 9. that is, 
9 ,t.2.4.6.9, = {k: + y + xk. x. y,r,: + x. y + xk. y - x. 2 + y + k: + xk > 0). 
For all k E Z we get a solution by choosing x : = 1, 2 : = 1 and y ti 0 sufficiently large. 
Case 4: p = 0, m = 0. e = 0. h = 0, k # 0 
This implies 6 = - 1, d = 1, i = I = r =_o = 0, c = 1, and hence 
i 
1 -1 1 110000 
Y=(y,,yl ,,..., y,)= 1 0 0 -k 0 1 I 1 0 . 
-1 10 000001 I 
Here it sufhces to consider the inequality system 
.f (l.2.4.h.V) = {.L y. =. = + x, y + xk, kz + y + xk. : + J + k: + xk. y - x > 0). 
For all ktz Z WC get a solution by choosing ,K := I. : := I and y 3 0 sutliciently large 
c’use 5: = 0, m = 0. p r = 0, h = 0. k = 0 
This implies h = - 1, d = I, i = I= 0, and hcncc 
1 -1111 0 0 0 0 
Y =(y,.y,... * .yu)= ( 1 0000 1 I -C 10 0 0 -0 --r IO. 1 0 I 
It suffices to consider the inequality system 
9 = (1.2.3.6.9) 
{x,y, -yfz+x+cy.t+cy,y-x,z+yo,~+yo-xo+cx,z+x+yo>0;. 
For all o. CE Z we get a solution by choosing x := 1, y := 2 and z B 0 sufficiently large. 
Case 6: p = 0, m = 0. e # 0, d = 0 
This implies o = r = 0. e = - I, c = b + 1, i = h, I = k and hence 
i 
I 0 1 110000 
Y =(y,,y, ,,..., yp)= -b 1 -h -k 0 1 1 I 0 
-b-l 1 -h -k 0 0 0 0 1 
If suffices to consider the inequality system 
./ (1.2.1.6.9) = 
{x, i7 + 6.x + x. z + xh, y + xh. 
y + bx, z - y + x, y - z, yh + y + hz + xh - hy - br > O}. 
For all b, hczZ we can choose x := 2, z B 0 sufficiently large, and y := I + 1. 
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Case 7: p = 0. m = 0, e # 0, d # 0, c = 0 
This implies a = r = 1 = i = 0. b = - 1, k = h = 0, e = d - I. and hence 
Y=(yr,yt ,...., y,)= 
l 
1 -d 1110000‘ 
1 -d+l 0 0 0 1 1 I 0. 
0 1 0000001 1 
It suffices to consider the inequality system 
9 (1.2.3.6.91 - \ - ‘d: - z + y, y, dy - d.y + x. x. z. d: + .Y. z - y + x. y - .Y > 0). 
For all d E i2 we can choose c := 2, ?I $ 0 sufficiently large, and y := x + 1. 
Case 8: p = 0, m = 0, e # 0, cd = 1 
The assumptions p = 0, m = 0, e # 0 and d # 0 imply r = o = i = 1 = 0, and we obtain the 
diophantine system 8 = {e + bd + 1. b + ce + 1. h - chd, k - kcd = 0). Since cd = I, this 
reduces to 8 = {e + bd + 1. b + ce + 1 = 0). 
For c = d = - 1 the system Cc has no solution, and hence c = d = 1 is the only 
remaining solution over Z. We conclude that h = - e - I and hence 
( 
I -I 1 110000 
Y=(y,,yr ,..., y,)= e+ 1 -e -h -k 0 1 1 I 0 
-I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 
Again it suffices to consider the inequality system 
9 (l..Z.~.O.~~ = 
f * IL - XC - x. X. :. y - xc. y + xh. c + X, h: + e: + y + xh. C’Z + : + )’ + k + X-h > 0). 
For all e. he Z we get a solution by choosing x := I, z := I and y 9 0 sutiicicntly large. 
Cu.se9:p=O,m=O.r#O,cd#O,cd# l,b=O 
This implies the specialization r = I = i = 0, e = - 1,~ = I,o = h = k = Owhich isalready 
contained in Case 1. 
Cuw 10: p = 0, m = 0, P # 0, cd # 0, cd # I, b # 0 
This implies i = 1 = o = r = h = k = 0, and WC are left with the equations 
R = {e + bd + 1, b + ce + 1 = 0). Using elementary arguments, we find that for cd$ (0, 1 j 
the system d has only the following five integral solutions 
(h.c.d.e)Ef(I. -2. -?,I).(l. -I. -3.2).(2. -3. -1,1),(2.-I. -2,3).(X -2. -1.2):. 
In all five casts the specialized matrix 
i 
1000 -100 h 
0100 dO0 e-1’ 
0010-100 0 0 
0001 -100 0 0. 
0 0 0 0 010-l 0 
0 0 0 0 001 -I 0 i 
dots not belong to a fan with face complex A. To see this WC note the linear dcpcndcncy 
bi, + e<, = ji6 + %, + la. For all five zeros we have h. e > 0 and thcrcforc the facts (1.21 
and (6.7.8) of A intersect in their relative interior. This completes Case IO and thus the 
proof of Lemma 3. 
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5. A GENERAL PROJECTIVITY CRITERIOS 
H’e close this paper by generalizing our techniques from Section 2. We prove a local 
projectivity criterion for complete smooth toric varieties with arbitrary Picard number. 
THEOREV 4. Let T( X3 ) he u complete smooth toric d-wrier with Picurd numher k which 
is nonprojective. Then it contuins a complete smooth toric d’-ruriety with Picard number 
k which is nonprojective and d’ I k2 - k. 
Equivalently. we can state Theorem 4 as follows. Let T( 1,) be a complete smooth toric 
d-variety with Picard number k. If all complete smooth toric (k’ - k)-subvarieties of T( YEA) 
with Picard number k are projective. then T(E.,) is projective itself. For fixed Picard 
number this may be a useful tool for deciding projectivity. 
Prooj: Let 1, be a d-fan with d + k extreme rays which is not strongly polytopal. The 
dimension of a linear transform of the extreme vectors of Xa equals k. Our argument in 
Section 2 for the reduction of the Helly number translates the analogue of (2.3) into 
k 
n relint ai = 0 
i=l 
for some maximal con0 d,, . . . , nk of I;,. At most k* extreme vectors of Z, arc involved in 
this condition. The corresponding subset of vectors in the linear transform dcfincs a com- 
plctc smooth toric d’-variety T( C,.) with Picard number k and d’ I k* - k. 
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